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A bstrac t

An online facility has been developed for SLC to orga- nmam

nize and simplify the management of ali problems encoun- ic.,_. •....tered in the operation of the accelerator. CATER (Com- " ""*'" "_**"']
puter Aided Trouble Entry and Reporting) ma)' be used to ,_. o..,o ,to., ) 0.,.i,,,. ,.....,,, 0,_,,
make the initial entry of a problem, to enter one or more ,_,.,_, ,tt,.._ot.t.l co,-_t., _),(,,_o
solutions to a problem, to modify' or c]oseout a problem, ,,)'I'_,_,_,.,'-'*'"" ,,**_- ,,-,.,
to generate a variety of pre-defined reports giving status c_ _o,.._tr,e i lt ItMnC l

and statistical summaries, and to allow anyone to browse .,,-._..... t-,,.o )mll_l'O I FIISl PPi_r¥ • Unit I

the database. Ali phases of CATER can take piace on ._..--,. ,,.,, 3 .-.- ,, ......
the operator console, workstations, or on any ANSI com- , .......... +,,,.... _...... ,,........... ,,......... t,,,,..

ig rill I,itro. )°ara le _et vov*,tntl ooPrectly, Itertt_tsl _ ..rtlc.lpatible terminal. The user interface is des ned around a ,,,,,° ,, ,,,. ,_, t. ,,_,.
menu driven windowed environment with a large amount
of context sensitive help information to alleviate the need
for consulting user documentation. Currently', the CATER
database contains information on more than 30,000 prob-
lems entered since it went online in January' of 1988. The BI2_ c.,_,l -,, 1_,, , *...... ,,. 1_ .... ft.l,
features of the software and some implementation details _ )'e_'l ........ Ii_ _.* t. ft,,* IL_I.I_ ......... bl.**

will be presented.

INTRODUCTION Figure 1. Hardware problem report screen

In the early day's of SLC operation, hardware and soft- 1. Ali allowable control options are highlighted at. the
ware problems were reported and tracked by' the "yellow- bottom of the screen. Control key sequences are
sticky" and other paper-based methods, lt was apparent used for most control options because there is little
early on that. some more reliable method of tracking the overlap in function key' mappings between the vari-
.many machine problems was needed. The initial attempt ous terminals and emulators on which CATER can
to implement a problem tracking software system failed be run.
mostly because of a lack of user acceptance. Fe," the sec- 2. Online hell) is available for every field. This help
ox,O attempt, it became clear that like a good business, information includes any validation which is per-
the system had to cater to the needs of the users first if it formed, If the field is limited to a set of spe-
was _o be accepted. CATER was thus designed with the cific entries, the help lists them and the minimum
following general requirements: keystrokes required for each entry'.

1. Above ali it had to be easy to use with aminimum 3. Within a field the user can edit the text using the
of instruction and keystrokes, arrow key's and switching the entry mode to insert

2. lt had to run on any of the terminals then in use at or overstrike.
SLAC. 4. The user can move back and forth to the next or pre-

3. lt had to keep ali problems in a database for histor- vious field as many times ms desired until ali data is
ical analysis, entered sat::sfactorily. Until the user enters CTRL-Z

4. lt had to be fairly' easy to modify so it. could adapt to to execute the function, the cancel option (CTRL-
changes in the physical accelerator and management C) is always available which returns to the previous
structure, menu without making any database changes.

GENERAL FEATURES PROBLEM REPORTING

At any point, a given problem is either Unsolved (has Again refer to Figure 1, the hardware problem report
no solution), Solved (has one or more solutions) or Closed screen. The software screen is similar but with different
(solved and a supervisor agrees that it's fixed). Thus from fields after "Urgency". For the problem and solution entry'
the main menu there are separate CATER functions to re- forms there are some additional items of note:
port, solve and close a given problem. Also from the main 1. Required fields are enclosed in brackets. CATER
menu are additional functions to modify existing unclosed insists that you make a valid entry in these fields.
problems or solutions, generate canned reports and browse 2. Initial default values are entered. For the hardware
the database, problem report this includes the users td, name and

For consistency,, the operation of all screens in CATER problem priority.
is as similar as possible. Figure 1 shows the hardware 3. Both the problem report, and solution forms have a

10 line free form description field used to describe
problem report screen as it appears when reporting a new the problem or solution As in sillgle line fields,problem which we'll use to show the operations common
to ali screens, the arrow key's and entry mode can be used to do

simple editing. For this multi-line field, carriage-
return goes to the next line a.s you would expect.

• Work supported by Department of 2nergy contract The TAB or CTRL-B must be used to go 1o the
DE-AC03-76SF00515. next or previous field respectively.
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An interesting historical anecdote reveals how impor- In this case there have been previous attempts to solve
tant it is for any widely used system to adapt to the user's the problem and while entering yet another solution you
needs. The initial system had two lists of supervisors; one have immediate access tc the initial problem entry and
for hardware problems and one for software. After a prob- all solutions to date. B_ using the PF1 and Pt:2 keys a.s
lem was entered, it was mailed to the appropriate list. It indicated, you can expo_e the buried problem and solution
turned out that the hardware people were usually in the windows and scroll th,ough all previous solutions. If this

field and rarely read electronic mail and so their problems is the first solution entry to a previously unsolved problem,
were just stacking up! While the specific printer details the problem status 'mtomatically changes from Unsolved
have evolved over the years, we automatically print new to Solved.
hardware problems, email software ones and everybody's N|ODIFY!NG PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

happy. It is frequently useful to modify the fields of an ex-
Except for the distribution list, the email of software isting problem or solution. Additionally, not ali fields in

problems h_-q remained unchanged since CATER's initial a problem description (such a.s who is assigned to fix it)
release. Hardware problem distribution on the other hand, are available to the initial reporter. The modify function
has been modified several times, reflecting organizational allows supervisors to change any field in an existing, Un-
and personnel changes. At the present 'ime a hardware closed problem. Typical reasons for modifications include:
problem is assigned to a default shop based on several • Add to the problem description.
problem criteria. The reporter can change the default if ® Change the person or shop to which the problem is
desired and when the problem is entered it is immediately assigned.
printed on that shop's printer. This has served to expedite * Change the problem's urgency
the solution of hardware problems since most problems go When the modified problem is entered into the
directly to thc, se responsible for fixing them without the database, the modifier has the option of re-distributing the
necessity of logging in to the computer system, modified problem in the same way a_s if it were initially

SOLVING A PROBLEM entered. This again allows the immediate notification of
maintenance personnel of any change in a problem's sta-

Once a problem has been completely or partially fixed, tus.
the solver enters a solution into the database. Any number
of solutions can be entered for a given problem. Figure 2 CLOSING PROBLEMS

shows the solution entry of a previously solved hardware When a problem has been solved to everyone's saris-
problem. As with the problem entry, there are a set of faction, asupervisor is responsible for ofl3cially closing it.
required fields and some default values are supplied. Figure 3 shows the closeout screer..
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As before, the report and ali solutions are available

for immediate review by burying windows and scrolling t [cL,-....._-z.,-_.).,,_..,, .... )
through multiple solutions. The user's id and name are

filled in and validated against a list of authorized closers I,.L.,..,-. .._.. • _* :_-

before the status of the prob'_'n is officially changed to 1,.,.., ,,..,...Closed in the database. _ .... r..,............ _--

REPORTS _ DATABASE BROWSING _'*_'_''_" *'*" *'"" *'"'SI,_ eolmrt lhr°re I_Ul

Vr'li _ Iq_|fy lh#t411" (_ote :

Figure 4 shows the first level report screen. """ .**t,, .,... ,.,.,Fixltot Ilftel" I_te :I_tcvo
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(6) lmclt.te/Unsolvecl (t_) Tra¢_ IricL2Lt¥ Figure 5. Hardware browsing screen(7) Oper_ (20) R_aiolCo,'_'_ur_icmt_ons

(8) Solvecl/Un_lomecl (Zl) SolutLori Ooc_,le'ntition

(,) u_..;..o _, 2. Rdb, DEC's relational database and associated
.s.x..,-_.,ot-cx..e" tools, pr°compilers etc..(10) Close(:,

,l 3. VAX "C" programming language.
,_e 'D' o__I_ to ,,, .._. ,o_ c,_t_ _.porto The SMG routines are fairly low level so the CATER

program has a set of data structures which define the
Figure 4. First level report screen screen layouts, fields and their validation,. This means

If you enter one of the numbers, CATER generates the that the screens are decoupled from the database so when
new database fields are added, they must also be manually

appropriate pre-defined report on a printer of your choice, added to the appropriate screens. This is the most tedious
This is submitted as a batch job and returns immediately and error prone aspect of CATER software maintenance.
so you can do other CATER work while it's printing. If We cnnsidered n_i&ra_lng to Oracle a few years ago to make
you enter 'It' or 'S', you get a "compose-it-yourself" screen maintenance easier. We ultimately decided against this ap-
for browsing the database. Figure 5 shows the hardware proach since it would have substantially changed CATER's
browsing screen. There are several things to note about "look-and-feel" and some of the fine control we exercise
this screen: over the screen was difficult to reproduce under Oracle.

1. You can direct the output to a printer, have it dis- In general, Rdb has been satisfactory for our purposes.
played on your screen or written to a file for dispo- lt offers a precompiler for executing fixed queries like we
sition as you choose, use for problem & solution entry or modification. For the

2. The output, format can be an abbreviated one finer browsing screens, we compose a query "on-the-fly" from
for each selected problem, a full display of the prob- the fields and operators entered and pass '_hat tc, Rdb for
lem and ali solutions or the data can be written to a interpretation. This is somewhat slower but givec us com-

file in an 'export' format, suitable for incorporation plete freedom to formulate queries at run time.
into a PC spreadsheet or database. Retrieval performance for the browsing screens has

3. You can enter selection criteria for any of the prob- been a bit of a problem as the database has grown. Theindexes are defined around the set of fields most often re-

lem or solution fields augmented with the opera- ferred to when scanning open (Unsolved or Solved) prob-
tors listed at the bottom of the _creen. This allows lems and with a little care, retrieval performance is gener-
elmost unlimited read access to the database in a ally satisfactory averaging 1-10 seconds depending on the
simple manner, complexity of the query. At the present time, of the more

IMPLEMENTATION than 30000 problems in the database, only about 1% are
open so historical queries which look at a large number

CATER was implemented in late 1987 before work- of closed problems can take a minute or more. For this
stations and GUI interfaces were available or popular rea.son, those people compiling historical statistics usually
at SLAC. Indeed, many of the CATER users still use export a large selection of records into a PC tool and do
VTXXX compatible terminals or emulators which are 1o- the analysis there.
cated throughout the accelerator to access the system. The To date our reliability has been excellent; we have not
basic tools used to construct CATER were" lost a single problem or solution in CATER's operating

L SMG, a set of screen management routines, history.
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